During the summer of 2020, we have been busy preparing the report for our two “Maymester” seasons of field work at the Star Fort, at Ninety Six National Historic Site in Greenwood County. (See Legacy July 2018, July 2019, and the article on pages 5-7 of this issue). The large collection of artifacts from that project includes some remarkably archaic weapons technology employed by both the Loyalist defenders of the Star Fort and the Americans who lay siege to the fort in 1781.

The Americans successfully employed fire arrows in the siege of Fort Motte a few weeks before the siege of Ninety Six was undertaken (see Legacy December 2015), for the fire arrow point we recovered from the American siege camp at Fort Motte). The effort was repeated with less success at Ninety Six, including the Star Fort, where we recovered another wrought iron arrow point. A British source described these “African arrows” as “fitted to the bores of musquets” from which they were

**Figure 1: Iron weapons from the 1781 siege of the Star Fort at Ninety Six: From upper left, fire arrow point, spear heads, and pike point.** (Photo by James B. Legg)
As I read through this issue of Legacy, I was struck by the fact that, while the pandemic has dramatically impacted all of our lives since the last issue, SCIAA lost hardly a step in its pursuit of archaeological knowledge of the Southeastern prehistory and history. True, Chester DePratter, Jim Legg, and I, were not able to meet up with former Director Charlie Cobb in Mississippi in search of DeSoto this year due to field work being cancelled by the Chickasaw Nation. Yes, we closed our doors in March 2020, and only opened them in August, and yes, we hunkered down at home in March and April as ordered. Nevertheless, we bounced back quickly, and our research never wavered. Our state office personnel remained on the job, having been declared essential workers. Keith Derting, in the Site files and Sharon Pekrul Curator, came to work daily throughout the summer. Jon Leader worked with local and state law enforcement, as usual. Researcher Adam King worked from home and was in the field at Mulberry. Likewise, Chester DePratter and Stacey Young worked from home, as did many with the Savannah River site. I tried to stay home, but everything I needed was at work, and so I dragged it all home. Then I tried a little of both, but everything I needed was at home, so, I dragged it all back to SCIAA, and I stayed there writing a book in a quiet office, as administrative duties for the university were dramatically reduced.

Meanwhile, field work activities actually increased. Summer is not the time to be in the field in South Carolina, but with the pandemic, it was possibly the best place to be, where we could naturally social distance. So, Jim Legg and I spent considerable time at the Camden battlefield metal detecting at a proper social distance. The Applied Research Division crew was in the field most of the summer, some, like Tamara Wilson, worked at Mulberry Plantation (Gail Wagner, heading up the Mulberry field work, said the worst part was wearing a mask that constantly fogged her glasses), others did survey archaeology for the Department of Natural Resources. They also surveyed at Fort Jackson, all remaining a proper distance from each other. Given the circumstances, we made a lot of progress. This issue of Legacy highlights some of the progress made during the summer.

Al Goodyear mentions in his article that we have lost another great researcher, Andrew White. Andy has taken a new job with the Illinois Archaeological Survey at the University of Illinois, where both he and his wife Elizabeth were offered positions. We wish him well and look forward to continued collaborations. Andy was an amazingly innovative researcher. Replacing Andy will be a priority but given the financial impact of the pandemic on the university, we are not likely to achieve that this fiscal year. Prior to losing Andy, Nate Fulmer, in our Maritime Research Division (MRD), also made a long-planned move north to Pennsylvania. We will miss Nate also, but I am so happy, given what’s happening with our fiscal situation, that we have been given permission by the university to replace Nate. We thank Nena Powell Rice for continuing to volunteer to edit and format Legacy.
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New Books Include Contributions by SCIAA Staff

By James B. Legg

Two new volumes from the University of Florida Press feature chapters co-authored by SCIAA archaeologists Chester DePratter, Steve Smith, and James Legg, as well as former director Charles Cobb. Both chapters concern our work near Starkville, Mississippi, on a site complex that appears to be related to the presence of Hernando de Soto’s Entrada in 1540-41. (See Legacy, Vol. 23 No. 1, July 2019, for our latest update on this on-going project). The chapters include:


For further information, http://upress.ufl.edu
Regular readers of *Legacy*, will recall that in 2018 and 2019, SCIAA Director Steve Smith conducted USC “Maymester” archaeological field schools in and around Star Fort, a component of the 1781 British defenses of Ninety Six, South Carolina, at Ninety Six National Historic Site (Figures 1 and 2). The work included formal excavation units, and an array of metal detector sample areas. Among our findings was a significant assemblage related to the field artillery that was heavily employed by both the American attackers and the British (Loyalist) defenders.

In the Spring and Summer of 1781, American Southern commander Nathanael Greene and his subordinates pursued a very successful campaign to eject the British and their Loyalist American allies from their many posts in the interior of South Carolina. Nearly all of the British posts were either captured or evacuated during that campaign, including the three most important interior fortified towns of Camden, Ninety-Six, and Augusta, Georgia. On May 22 1781, Greene’s army lay siege to the post of Ninety Six, in present Greenwood County, South Carolina. The strongest component in the defenses of Ninety Six was an eight-sided earthwork called Star Fort. The major American effort during the 29-day effort to capture Ninety Six was a formal, systematic siege approach against Star Fort from the north. Artillery fire was a daily feature of the siege. By June 18th, the Americans were entrenched immediately north of the ditch of Star Fort, but a large relief force of British regular troops was on its way to break the siege. Greene decided to risk a direct assault on Star Fort before giving up the siege, but the attack met with a bloody repulse. Greene broke off the siege and withdrew the following day, but the British then decided that the post of Ninety Six was too exposed to be maintained, and they evacuated the site.

In 1976, the site of Ninety Six became a National Historic Site. The National Park Service soon conducted extensive excavations to trace and restore the American siege approaches to Star Fort, but the fort itself has received relatively little attention beyond limited testing by South Carolina’s first State Archaeologist William Edwards in the early 1960s, and mapping by SCIAA’s Stanley South in 1970. The fabric of the earthwork fort is almost completely original and unrestored, and our modest excavations did little to impact that condition. Nevertheless, we were able to document meaningful architectural information, and recovered an extensive sample of 1781 siege material. The artillery-related assemblage includes a total of nine iron solid shot cannon balls for 6-pounder guns, which are cast iron spheres about 3.5 inches in diameter, weighing about six pounds. The 6-pounder was the standard field caliber used by both British and American artillery during the Revolution. Historical sources indicate that the Americans used at least four, 6-pounder field guns in the siege of Star Fort, while the British had only two or three 3-pounders, and possibly some very light-caliber swivel guns. Nevertheless, we found both American and British 6-pounder shot in Star Fort. Seven of the nine 6-pounder shot recovered from Star Fort are probably of American manufacture (Figure 3). The seven examples are diverse, with a variety of mold details and considerable variation in the appearance of the cast iron. This suggests multiple sources of manufacture. What these shots do have in common is relatively low quality. Most have excessive mold seams, and the cast iron is typically granular and ridden with flaws, including laminations and voids from air pockets. One example had mold halves that were not only mis-aligned, but also of noticeably different diameters. Of course, smooth bore cannon was inherently inaccurate even with perfect projectiles, so the crude American 6-pounder balls from Star Fort were in fact entirely functional.

The other two 6-pounder shot are of British manufacture. The two differ, and clearly represent separate sources or episodes of manufacture, but each exhibits one of the two salient diagnostic...
attributes of 18th century British shot. One example (Figure 4) displays the “broad arrow” mark of royal ordnance property, which is seen on British ammunition and equipment to this day. The other shot bears a very distinctive round depression around the mold sprue scar that was deliberately molded on the ball. This concave surface insured that any irregularity remaining from the detachment of the sprue would not project beyond the diameter of the ball. This mold feature is very common on 18th century British projectiles and is considered diagnostic of British manufacture. More commonly the broad arrow and the sprue concavity are combined on British shot, but the Star Fort examples are exceptions. Both British 6-pounder balls are of higher quality than the American specimens. Given that the defenders of Star Fort had no 6-pounder guns, the British shot probably represent ammunition captured from the British elsewhere in the Southern Campaign and fired into Star Fort.

Of the nine 6-pounder shot excavated, three (all American made) were embedded in the north parapet facing the American approaches; one was in the ditch below the north parapet, and the other five were found on the old ground surface inside the fort, and at the south entrance. Three of those five were deliberately gathered together at some point. The British 3-pounder guns in Star Fort fired shot about 2.8 inches in diameter. We have found no examples of 3-pounder shot inside or outside of the fort, but this is probably because we do not have substantial metal detector sampling in the area where most shot fired from Star Fort would have come to rest.

We recovered a small assemblage of iron projectiles from canister rounds, or case shot rounds as they were called in the 18th century. We found 14 balls, and a fragment of another, that are about 1.2 inches in diameter (Figure 5). These are almost certainly American 6-pounder case shot/canister balls. The British ordnance regulations in 1780 called for a much smaller 6-pounder canister ball of about .87 inches in diameter, with 56 balls to the round. The larger balls that we recovered would be compatible with the canister configuration that was the American standard by the 19th century. That round held 27 balls of about 1.2 inches in diameter. From our findings at Star Fort and other Southern Campaign sites, including Fort Motte and Camden, it appears that the “American” canister round configuration was already in use by 1780. Like the 6-pounder solid shot, a number of these larger canister balls were recovered from the outer face of the north parapet of Star Fort, demonstrating that they represent incoming fire from American guns. Several others were found inside the fort in a destruction level context that included charcoal and timber spikes. The latter examples may have been embedded in fortification timbers that were burned when Star Fort was partially destroyed by the British when Ninety Six was evacuated.

Three examples of American iron langrage were found on the north side of Star Fort facing the siege approaches. Langrage was an expedient form of case shot or canister that consisted of broken or chopped iron scrap in a can or bag. These examples all show deliberate chisel cuts and breaks, but there may be additional artifacts in the collection such as spike fragments that are less obvious langrage projectiles. The use of langrage at Star Fort suggests that the American gunners may not have been abundantly supplied with more formally manufactured ammunition.

We also recovered three examples of smaller iron case shot balls that are almost certainly British. These balls are roughly .87 inches in diameter, which, as noted above, makes them the correct size for a British pattern 6-pounder case shot. However, this is also the correct size for a British 3-pounder case shot, and the distribution of these three balls well outside of the fort is consistent with outgoing fire from the British 3-pounders in Star Fort.

Our lead shot sample includes two balls that are actually not small arms projectiles, but rather lead case shot (Figure 6). These balls are heavily scalloped and are typical of lead shot that have been fired from cannon in a case shot round that consisted of musket balls. Lead case shot have been found on other Southern Campaign sites, including Camden and Gray’s Hill near Beaufort. Their use was not standard and appears to have been confined to guns of very light caliber—a lead 6-pounder case shot round would have been extremely heavy. Both that fact and the locations of recovery of the balls suggest that they were fired from Star Fort.

Howitzers were a normal component of field artillery at the time of the American Revolution. The standard British field calibers were 12-pounder, 5.5”, and 8.” Their primary function was to fire...
explosive, time fused shells at relatively close range. There is no mention in the detailed primary sources of howitzers being involved in the siege of Ninety Six, but we found one fragment each from a 12-pounder shell and a 5.5” shell (Figure 7). The 5.5” fragment was found inside Star Fort, while the 12-pounder fragment was found outside the fort to the west. The 12-pounder fragment is perhaps small enough to have been part of a 6-pounder langrage round, but the 5.5” fragment is too large. We speculated originally that this undocumented use of howitzers had to do with the American capture of the British post at Augusta, which fell on June 5, 1781. Troops and supplies from Augusta were then dispatched to join the siege of Ninety Six, and it seemed possible that the three British artillery pieces captured at Augusta included one or more howitzers that were used against Star Fort in the latter stages of the siege. Another possibility, for the 5.5” howitzer, at least, has to do with the American capture of Fort Granby, near present Cayce. That fort fell to the Americans in May, as Nathanael Greene was in the area preparing to march on Ninety Six, and Greene supplied his small army from the material captured there. Two 5.5” howitzers were taken at Fort Granby, and it is possible that at least one of those guns was included in the expedition to Ninety Six. It remains unexplained why the primary sources consistently mention only 6-pounder guns in the American artillery contingent at Ninety Six.

Our sample of artillery material from Star Fort is small, but diverse and informative. There is little artillery material in public hands that derives from sites related to the Southern campaign prior to Yorktown, so any properly documented and conserved additions are significant. On Southern Campaign sites generally, and at Ninety Six, archaeological artillery collections suggest that the artillery arms on both sides were less than ideal manifestations of the British ordnance regulations. Guns and ammunition were often non-standard, and ammunition included expedient types such as langrage and lead case shot. The quality of American-made ammunition was fair at best, and it was supplemented by captured material. As in the case of small arms and small arms ammunition, both sides in the Southern Campaign used miscellaneous arrays of weaponry, and ordnance supplies were not abundant.

The excavations and metal detecting conducted on the Star Fort battlefield in 2018 and 2019 recovered a very small sample of the siege material present on the site, certainly less than 1%. Even this very limited data, however, has added to our understanding of the events, and to our understanding of the material assemblages employed by the two belligerents in 1781. A more comprehensive sample of the site is recommended, as it would certainly improve our understanding dramatically.

Conservation and analysis of the Star Fort artifacts from 2018 and 2019 is complete, and we are working on the final report for both seasons. In the next issue of Legacy, we will have a look at the extensive small arms evidence from the Star Fort project, including ammunition, gun parts, and accoutrement hardware from both sides.

We would like to thank the National Park Service, particularly the staff of Ninety Six National Historic Site, for the opportunity to work at Star Fort.
Artifact collectors along the Wateree and Congaree rivers in central South Carolina have found many interesting artifacts over the last few centuries. Chief among these discoveries are fragments of broken clay vessels, and perhaps the most interesting of these pottery fragments are ones with an image of a bug appended to the exterior surface dubbed the “Wateree Bug” (Figures 1, 3, and 4).

We admit that we have not looked exhaustively for all occurrences of the Wateree Bug. However, so far it seems to appear on jars just below the rim in sets of four arranged opposite one another around the circumference of the vessel. As its name suggests, the Wateree Bug is found mainly in the Wateree River Valley on vessels dating to the Middle Mississippian period (1250-1350 CE). The Middle Mississippian was a time in the South Appalachian region when centralized polities dominated large parts of major river valleys like the Wateree, powerful leaders built earthen platform mounds, and meaning-laden imagery was placed on objects made from shell, pottery, mica, and copper.

**The Wateree Bug as Hellgrammite**

Larry McCaskill of Camden, in a short unpublished paper, *The Wateree's: A Lost Mississippian Clan Mystery Revealed*, proposed that this symbol represented the Wateree Tribe. Further, assisted by his son-in-law Josh Arrants, a wildlife biologist, McCaskill identified the bug as a hellgrammite, the larval stage of the Dobsonfly (*Corydalus cornutus*) (Figure 2). Recently, entomologist Dr. Michael S. Caterino, Director of the Clemson University Arthropod Collection, independently verified this identification. The short-lived Dobsonfly is one of the largest of the winged insects at 100-140 millimeters in length, and it can be seen flying in the night sky during the summer months. Hellgrammites can range between 75 and 90 millimeters, have a mean set of mandibles (and are sometimes called toe-biters) and are well known to fishermen as bait. A well-executed version of the Wateree Bug that was recently discovered corresponds surprisingly well to the anatomy of living hellgrammites (Figure 1). In addition to what could be interpreted to be legs, our Wateree Bug has 13 incised lines. Living hellgrammites have a tail, segmented body, abdomen, and head. Counting from tail to head, there are exactly 13 divisions in their bodies, just like our Wateree Bug. While not explicitly represented, the number of segments on our Wateree Bug account for the tail, abdomen, and head of living hellgrammites.
We agree that the Wateree Bug resembles a hellgrammite. However, there is an important lesson that people studying ancient Indigenous imagery of the Southeast have learned. Just because it looks like a hellgrammite does not mean the makers were referring to actual hellgrammites when they made the image (Knight 2013). In fact, the majority of Mississippian period imagery refers to beings, places, and even events of other realms, not living people or the natural world (Knight et al. 2001). So, the Wateree Bug may look like a hellgrammite, but it is likely the people who made it were actually referring to some being or aspect of their larger cosmos.

Non-Indigenous scholars working with Native Americans and information collected by anthropologists have reconstructed a general model of how people of the Mississippian period understood the cosmos (Lankford 2007; Reilly 2004). That cosmos was likely made up of three realms, each with its own spirits and important associations. People, plants, and animals lived on a flat plane floating in the primordial sea. This realm of the cosmos was the earthly realm, and it was also inhabited by important spirit beings. Above the earthly plane was the above or sky realm, often thought of as a dome attached to the earthly realm by ropes or snakes or some other means. Creatures with wings lived in the sky realm, as did important spirits, like the sun and weather spirits. The sky realm was a place of order and life. Under the ground and the water was a third realm that was inhabited by creatures and spirits that live in the water and under the ground. This beneath realm was the place where the dead went, so it was a place of chaos and death. However, it was also the source of water and regenerated life. When the sun set each night, the beneath realm and the sky realm switched places, such that the beneath realm became the night sky. The Milky Way was understood to be the path that souls traveled to the realm of the dead.

Plants, animals, natural phenomena, and celestial events all were connected in some way to their place in the cosmos and took meaning from that place. Birds were beings of the sky realm, and many sky realm spirits had avian characteristics and behaviors. Conversely, bats and hawkmoths, which fly in the night sky, were associated with the evening version of the beneath realm. Creatures that live in the water, under the ground, or even under rocks and logs were connected to the beneath realm. Snakes fall into this category, and to this day, for many Indigenous groups of the Southeast, one of the most important beings of the beneath realm has snake characteristics.

Back to our hellgrammite. There is another important principle to keep in mind when trying to understand ancient imagery. It is much easier to find the referent of an image than its meaning. The referent is what the image is intended to represent, and it is possible to reconstruct that from details of actual imagery. Meaning is tricky. Particular images can have many meanings, and those can change depending on the person and time. Most people know that an orange paw print is intended to represent
Clemson University. However, it can mean something entirely different to a Gamecock football fan than it does to a Clemson fan. Here we think the referent of our Wateree Bug is somehow linked to the hellgrammite. Its meaning to those who saw it is much harder to discern.

Trying to find the referent of an ancient image is best done in a systematic fashion. It is easy to fall into the trap of thinking the referent of an image must be what the image looks like to you. It is important to remember that the Wateree Bug was made by Indigenous people hundreds of years ago who likely thought about the world and how to understand it much differently than we do today. The best way to avoid just looking at an image through your eyes is to follow a simple set of steps (Knight 2013).

The first step is to collect as many examples of the image (made by the same people during the same time period) as possible. Then compare all of the images to see what aspects are always there and which ones can come and go. Those that are always there can be assumed to be the most important for cluing the viewer into what the image is meant to represent. In our case, that set of features is pretty simple. First it always appears on four opposed locations just below the rim on a large ceramic jar. The image itself is composed of a raised, segmented bar with rounded ends that tapers on the end nearest the base of the vessel. This element is completely surrounded by short line segments that also point toward the base. There are other variations (many we would like to see more of), but those elements always appear as far as we know.

Once we have that basic image, then it is useful to turn to the natural world to see if there are creatures that have those same characteristics. This is where others have suggested that the hellgrammite may be the model for our Wateree Bug. Remember, instead of being an actual hellgrammite, it is likely an image of something that has the characteristics of a hellgrammite. Those characteristics can help situate the image in the Mississippian cosmos and also hint at some of its possible associations.

As noted earlier, hellgrammites are the larval stage of the Dobsonfly (Hall 2016). Adult Dobsonflies only live for a few days to a week, and their main goal is to reproduce. They lay their eggs at night on rocky walls just above creeks and rivers. When the eggs hatch, the larvae fall into the water where they live as hellgrammites for up to five years. You can find them under rocks in rivers and creeks. During their larval stage, hellgrammites periodically shed their skin similar to snakes.

When it is time, usually in the spring and summer, hellgrammites leave the water and create an underground chamber under a rock or log where they pupate. Often this happens en masse, so if you were watching, you might see dozens of hellgrammites crawling out of the water and burrowing into the ground. There are actual accounts of “hellgrammite crawlings,” where large numbers of hellgrammites emerge from the water at the same time during thunderstorms (Voshell 2002: 442). After pupating for about two weeks, Dobsonflies emerge from their underground chambers and take to the sky. Like their emergence from the

Figure 3: Sherd with “Wateree Bug” image, from the collection of Henry Shute. (Photo by Chris Judge)

Figure 4: Sherd with partial “Wateree Bug” image, from the collection of Henry Shute. (Photo by Chris Judge)
water, their emergence from the ground happens en masse, and it happens at night. Dobsonflies are nocturnal.

If we return to the Mississippian cosmos, the hellgrammite does some very meaningful things. They live under the water, shed their skin, emerge during thunderstorms, burrow into the ground, then transform into a flying being of the night sky. Their association with water, underground burrows, (and later the night sky), along with their general nocturnal nature, identifies them as beings of the beneath realm. That they shed their skin connects them to snakes—another important resident of the beneath realm. Like rattlesnakes (Hudson 1976), hellgrammites may be associated with thunderstorms and rain. The connection to rain and the growing season is reinforced by the fact that hellgrammites leave the water, pupate, and emerge as Dobsonflies during the spring and summer. While hellgrammites might represent some being of the beneath realm associated with storms and rain, their entire life cycle can be viewed as a metaphor for the path of a soul after death. After death, the body is placed in the ground, while the soul eventually alights to the path of souls and the realm of the dead.

The final piece of attempting to understand the referent of an image is to explore the existing historic narrative record of culturally related people. In this case, this is likely to be Cherokee, Catawba, and Creek people. Currently, we know of no ethnographic information from any of the three groups that reference hellgrammites or any supernatural with similar characteristics. This result should not be overly surprising. It is important to remember that identities like Cherokee, Catawba, and Creek grew out of the coalescence of formerly independent ethnic groups impacted by European disease, violence, slaving, and Colonial economics. The fact that the Wateree Bug appears to be limited to a single century in a limited area of central South Carolina suggests it may have been part of a local, short term tradition that did not survive the ravages of history.

If the referent is intended to be a beneath realm creature, as we suspect, why would it appear on pottery vessels? That is a question best explored by learning more about the vessels it was placed on and how those vessels were used in the past. We can learn a lot about how they were used by understanding where they were found on archaeological sites (houses, general garbage deposits, special contexts like mounds or mortuary deposits). We can also learn some important things about how the vessels were used by exploring what they once held. This can be done by chemically analyzing samples from vessels with the Wateree Bug. To do both of those things, we need to learn more about the Wateree Bug and the pottery vessels it was placed on. If you know of any examples of the Wateree Bug, please contact Chris Judge (judge@sc.edu) or Adam King (aking@sc.edu) to share additional examples of this unique phenomena.
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See a short film of a live Hellgrammite
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=40&v=zjLBd3oLOco&feature=emb_title

NINETY SIX, From Page 1
discharged. They were entwined with flax, dipped in combustibles lighted…” The tip of our arrow point is curled from a heavy impact. Also in the Star Fort, we recovered two different examples of large, crudely forged spearheads that might have been home in Iron Age Europe. These weapons are documented by the same British source, who reported “Spears... had been made by the direction of this excellent officer [Star Fort commander Major Green]; they were piled up against the parapet, and the men were ordered, on discharging their musquets, to use the spears.” A final example is a broken iron pike point that we recovered from a distant American artillery position that fired on the Star Fort early in the siege; it is very similar in appearance to the sort employed during the 30 Years War. While the Revolutionary War occurred well into the era of gunpowder warfare, the participants were entirely prepared to kill one another with swords, sabres, spears, pikes, halberds, spontoons, tomahawks, and bayonets, as well as ordinary fire.

Figure 2: Spear head recovered from behind the parapet of Star Fort. This example had been driven deep into the subsoil, and the shaft was presumably snapped off. This deliberate destruction may have occurred when the fort was abandoned by the British. (Photo by James B. Legg)
Sixteenth-Century Scale Weights from Santa Elena
By Heathley A. Johnson

As people go about their day-to-day commercial transactions, products are often bought and sold based on weights and measures. If a product is not already packaged at a standard weight or volume, then some form of measurement has to be made. The concern over accurately determining the amount of a good involved in a trade by the use of a measuring device dates back at least to the second millennium B.C. in Egypt (Kisch 1965:2-3). In our modern world, this often happens without our involvement or often our cognizance, whether a product is being weighed on a digital scale at the market or fuel volume internally gauged by a fuel pump, for example. In earlier times, though, measuring the weight or volume of something was a more involved process, a process that involved the use of containers of standardized volume, balances, scales, and weights, all of which can end up in the archaeological record.

In the Spanish colonial Americas, the concern with measurements dates back to the early days of the conquest, with decrees being made that regulated the use of weights in commerce and offices being established for inspectors and regulators as early as 1525 in Mexico City (Carrera Stampa 1949:3-4). This was, of course, reflective of the concern with weights and measures that already existed in the Old World. Small weights have been found at the early colonial towns of La Isabela (Deagan and Cruxent 2002:219-220) and Concepción de la Vega (Deagan 2002:261-264), from the 1540-1542 Coronado expedition at El Morro (Mathers et al. 2010), the Luna site (Worth et al. 2020:491), Santa Elena, and other colonial sites.

The weights from Santa Elena primarily fall under what are known as nested cup weights, which would have been used with some type of balance scale. These weight sets were either stored in a wooden case or were nested together and stored in a master cup, which had a latching lid to secure the set together. In the case of a set that was stored in a master cup, the weight of each cup is half that of the next larger cup and the sum of all the smaller cups. Figure 1 shows what such a set looks like, with all of the inner cups removed and separated; this example, which is not from Santa Elena, dates from approximately 1545-1560. Nested weights were generally made of brass (though copper, silver, and very rarely pewter were also used) and had a considerable range in total weight (Kisch 1965:126-127). This range in total weight signifies that sets were manufactured and intended for the weighing needs of various types of commerce. Nuremberg, Germany, which was an important center of copper-smithing, produced all or nearly all nested weights in the 16th century, exporting them across Europe and the Near East (O’Neill and Shultz 1986:429). The lid of the master cup was required to be stamped with the mark of the maker, as well as with a mark indicating what country or city it was produced for.

In looking at the examples from Santa Elena, we unfortunately have not found a
master cup or its lid and are thus unable to identify the maker of the weights or to confirm beyond a doubt that they were made in Nuremberg. What we have found are three individual nested weights and part of the handle and the two supporting posts for it that were attached to the lid of the master cup, all of which are made of brass (Figures 2 and 3). The handle and attachment posts are a near match to those seen in the complete set shown in Figure 1. These weights appear to be from a single set, and their weights of 6.7, 3.4, and 1.7 grams would tend to support this idea. However, other details call this identification into question. The medium and small weights were found near each other, while the large weight was recovered approximately 85 meters away. This does not necessarily mean that they could not have been part of a single set, as brass bell fragments that mend were found approximately 105 meters apart. The second reason has to do with the stamped marks that are found on the interior base of the weights. While nested weights were made close to a standard weight, it was left to an adjuster or sealer in the location of the end-recipient to verify that the weights met the standard in use, which was done by filing the bottom of the cups until the correct weight was attained. The adjuster would then stamp his mark on the inside of each cup (Kisch 1965:163; O’Neill and Shultz 1986:430). In the case of the weights from Santa Elena, each stamped mark is different. This suggests that these weights may be from three separate weight sets, or perhaps that someone cobbled together a complete set from multiple incomplete sets.

Another nested weight cup, this one made of lead, was also recovered close to where the medium and small brass weights were found (Figure 4). As mentioned above, these weights were typically made from brass, so the discovery of one made from lead is unusual. While the bottom of the cup has broken away, in all other respects, it is consistent with the brass weights.

A different kind of weight was found some distance away, near the Spanish pottery kiln. This weight is a solid brass disk stamped with the impression of a castle (Figure 5). It was possibly made in Cuenca, Spain, as the Gothic “C” mark upon it matches that on a 4 maravedis coin from the site with “C” being the mint mark for Cuenca. In a book by Juan de Arpe y Villafañe (1572:21-23), there is a section that deals with assaying gold in which illustrations of weights and their markings are presented, along with their relation to the division of the mark. The mark was a standard weight system, which for gold was subdivided into various categories; one mark was equal to 50 castellanos, 400 tomines, or 4,800 granos (Deagan 2002:236-237; Carrera Stampa 1949:17). The example from Santa Elena is the weight equivalent to 2 castellanos, 16 tomines, or 192 granos. A brass weight from the Luna site, Pensacola, Florida, is very similar to this weight, other than being of the larger 10 castellanos size (Worth et al. 2020:491).

In addition to the verifiable weights, there are three other objects that could also be weights. One is a rectangular piece of folded lead, stamped with the design of a ship with the mast surmounted by the Roman numeral two, or possibly an H (Figure 6). (A line drawing of this artifact can be seen in Legacy December 2016.) The other two artifacts are small, round lead disks, one of which has three crossed lines stamped into it (Figure 7). While weights made of lead are not unknown, they are not as common as brass. That, plus the unusual nature of these three objects, calls into question whether or not they are actually weights. They could be some form of game tokens, or in the case of the lead stamped with the ship, a merchant’s
Their proximity to the locations of the brass weights, however, does lend credence to their being some type of weight.

Having looked at all of the weights and associated artifacts, what can they tell us about weighing activities at Santa Elena? From historical documentation, we know that the Spanish were concerned with weights, given the need to be accountable for goods placed under their control. The accounts of the Juan Pardo expeditions out of Santa Elena (1566-1568), are a good example of this, with the weights of various goods (usually gun powder, matchcord, and lead shot) left at each of the forts Pardo established being enumerated (Hudson 1990:148-152). At one of these outposts, Fort San Juan, the remnants of an iron steelyard scale have been found (Rodning et al. 2016:328-329). Though such scales for weighing heavy amounts have not been found at Santa Elena, they were known to be in use there. In 1578, Captain Alvaro Flores de Quiñones inspected the fort of Santa Elena, and the “steelyards, scales, weights, and measures, by which they give out, weigh, and measure the food and rations that are given to the soldiers” were inspected (Ross 1925:365-366).

The weights that have been found at Santa Elena, measurable in grams instead of pounds, were clearly for weighing at a much finer scale. The presence of a weight for gold is likely indicative of the hopes of the Spaniards for what they would find in the New World. As Santa Elena was not a center for the mass production of goods, the nested weights are probably not tied to commerce. A more likely need for them, or the use that they were put to, would have been for weighing silver. There is some historical documentation that suggests the soldiers at Santa Elena may have been paid in pieces of silver instead of minted coins. The recovery of 21 pieces of silver, called plata corriente, from the site offers supporting evidence. These plata corriente, which never had a standard size or value when complete, were broken in smaller fragments as needed and used in the place of minted coinage (Proctor 2007:146-151). Weighing these fragments of silver would have been necessary in order to figure out what their value equated to in terms of minted coinage.

Finally, it is interesting and informative to note where all of the weights at Santa Elena have been recovered. With the exception of the large nested weight and the disk weight, all of the weights, the master cup handle and posts, and the possible weights come from the residential lots thought to be associated with Governor Miranda, occupied between 1580 and 1587. Most of the items were found around Structure 7, with the handle and posts being found near Structure 5.
Interestingly, two of the four Spanish coins and over half of the *plata corriente* found at the site have also come from this same area. While this may be ascribable to this area being the most extensively excavated portion of the site, it seems likely that what is being seen is a concentration of numismatic elements and weighing paraphernalia at the location of the town’s governor, which is not surprising. Of the other two weights, the nested weight comes from an area south of Miranda’s lot, between it and Fort San Marcos (II), an area that has not received a lot of investigation. The disk weight comes from the vicinity of the Spanish pottery kiln, which is some way distant from the forts and the part of the town that has been extensively excavated.
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Update on the Activities of the Southeastern Paleoamerican Survey (2014-2020)
By Albert C. Goodyear, Director

The Southeastern Paleoamerican Survey (SEPAS) was founded in 2005 and renamed from the former Allendale Paleoamerican Expedition (Goodyear 2006). Its purpose is to search for and discover archaeological evidence for the earliest human occupation of the Southeastern United States. The history of professional and avocational interests in what has been traditionally referred to as Paleoindian studies in South Carolina archaeology has been summarized in a book chapter (Goodyear 2016) published in *Archaeology in South Carolina: the Hidden Heritage in the Palmetto State* (King, ed., 2016).

To date, the focus of surveys and excavations has been on sites 12,000 years and older, including the well-known preClovis and Clovis occupations at the Topper site. Thus far, the emphasis has been on the Southeastern Coastal Plain ranging from Virginia to Florida. An edited book concerning the archaeology of this area was published in 2018 (Goodyear and Moore, eds. 2018) (see Page 16), that included a chapter providing more evidence of the artifacts and antiquity of the preClovis occupation of the Topper site, not previously published (Goodyear and Sain 2018).

**Program Developments**

I retired from the South Carolina Institute of South Carolina (SCIAA) at the University of South Carolina (USC) in 2014, after 40 years. I was appointed the next day as a Research Affiliate with SCIAA-USC. In 2015, Dr. Andrew A. White was hired by (SCIAA) as a research faculty member at the rank of Assistant Professor. He was made a member of the SCIAA Research Division with the expectation of developing a field project within South Carolina. His specialties are Paleoindian and Early Archaic societies, and he used collections from sites in the Midcontinent for his dissertation at the University of Michigan (White 2012). He has a continuing interest in the Kirk phase of the Early Archaic and how it spread across the eastern U.S. (White 2015a). In 2015, he began a multi-year excavation program at the Dorn site (38FA608), an alluvially buried multicomponent prehistoric site on the bank of the Broad River in Fairfield County, South Carolina (White 2015b, 2020). In the summer of 2020, Andy left SCIAA when he and his wife Dr. Elizabeth Bridges both took positions with the Illinois Archaeology Survey. Andy will be sorely missed for his considerable abilities as an archaeologist and his keen analytical insights.

In 2016, USC provided SCIAA with new facilities across campus in the first floor of Barnwell College. Andy White and I were both given space there, which has provided excellent room for office, lab, and storage for our collections. Using an Archaeological Research Trust (ART) grant, Andy began a project cataloging and analyzing artifacts of the Dr. Larry Strong collection, a gift from Strong in 1999, of well over 16,000 artifacts found in Allendale County, South Carolina (White 2016a). Much of the Topper site collections were moved there as well, allowing easy access for analysis by future researchers. Joe Wilkinson provided assistance in organizing Topper artifact collections and records resulting from several years of field research. He was given an office there to continue artifact photography and to pursue his work with private collections, which resulted in his master’s degree thesis (Wilkinson 2017) on the Early Archaic of South Carolina, and subsequently a book chapter on the Early Archaic occupation of the Coastal Plain (Wilkinson 2018).

The important work with private artifact collections initiated by Tommy Charles in the 1980’s, and forward, collections drawn from throughout the state, has resulted in a great deal of data regarding types of stone tools and their raw materials. A compilation of his work resulted in a volume by Tommy Charles and Christopher Moore entitled *Prehistoric Chipped Stone Tools of South Carolina* (Charles and Moore 2018). This volume provides information on the typical stone tool artifacts found throughout the state along with types and sources of lithic raw material. As such, is an invaluable source for both professional archaeologists and members of the public who often find artifacts. Some collections were eventually donated to SCIAA as a result of Tommy’s work with collectors. Among these are the Wiles collection from Abbeville County, the Wilma Croft collection from Aiken County, the Larry Strong collection from Allendale County, and Tommy’s collection from the Manning site (38LX50). Other important collections not donated that have been inventoried include the Johnny Causey collection from Hampton County, the William F. Barnes collection from Fairfax, South Carolina, and the Dennis Hendrix collection from Barnwell, Bamberg and Orangeburg Counties. Other collections donated to SEPAS include the Lee Thomas collection (Goodyear and Wilkinson 2018), parts of the Island site (38CL102) collection of Steve Williams, and the Gene Porter collection of Barnwell County. Artifacts were also recorded from 16 private collections down the Congaree and Santee River basin (COWASEE), most of which had not been previously recorded (Goodyear 2014).

In summary, numerous private artifact collections have been donated or inventoried for the southern part of the state by SEPAS that can allow detailed geographic studies of prehistoric cultures using time sensitive artifacts such as projectile points. Advances in lithic
raw material identification and their geological sources allow the mapping of dispersion zones and probable foraging territories of prehistoric hunter-gathers (e.g., Moore and Charles 2018). SCIAA has had a long history of working with the public and their artifact collections and sites, a powerful means of obtaining data that is commensurate with the often geographically extensive distributions of prehistoric cultural groups. For Paleoamerican studies, this has been critical for reconstructing possible macrobands for Clovis groups such as the proposed Uwharrie Mountain group of North Carolina (Daniel and Goodyear 2018) and a similar band in the southern Coastal Plain of South Carolina and southeast Georgia known as the Allendale-Brier Creek Clovis Complex (Goodyear 2018).

SEPAS Research Activities

Paleoindian points have continued to be recorded for South Carolina, a data base begun by Jim Michie in the late 1960’s and substantially added to by Tommy Charles, as part of his state-wide private collections survey. The history of this survey including additions to it since Tommy retired, has been traced out in my article on the search for earliest people in South Carolina (Goodyear 2016). As of this writing, we are up to 791 points that are presumed to be non and pre-Dalton in age. More attention is now being paid to recording Dalton points throughout the state as Daltons are being seen as the end of the classic Paleoindian point technologies. Dalton may also be the first groups to be affected by sea level rise causing the loss of prime Coastal Plain wetlands, which may have necessitated intensification of hunting and gathering in the Piedmont. This has been referred to as the Dalton Piedmont Transhumance Hypothesis based on Dalton representing the first large Paleoindian sites occurring on the Fall Line and lower Piedmont (Smallwood et al. 2018).

The major use of traditional fluted points such as Clovis and Redstone has been synthesized using the Uwharrie Mountain and Allendale-Brier Creek Clovis complexes as developed by Randy Daniel and myself. Using the diagnostic lithic raw materials native to sources in both states, it is clear that two probably contemporary Clovis macrobands existed over the Carolinas. It has been shown that the northern portion of South Carolina was likely the southern portion of the Uwharrie group, based on the morphologically identical Clovis point attributes, except length. Length would naturally decrease moving geographically away from the Uwharrie Mountain sources (Daniel and Goodyear 2015). The southern macroband is identified as the Allendale-Brier Creek Clovis Complex in recognition of the high densities of Clovis points in both areas likely due to the abundant high quality Coastal Plain chert sources (Daniel and Goodyear 2018; Goodyear and Charles 1984; Goodyear 2018).

In keeping with the concept of the focus on the wider Southeastern area, a fluted point survey has been created for the state of Florida. As of this writing, the total number recorded is 451, which includes classic Clovis points, Redstones, and fluted Simpsons. Also being recorded, are Clovis point preforms that are common in the major rivers of Florida, which is also the source of the bulk of fluted points. Nearly all of these points were originally found by members of the public, especially by scuba diving in the springs and rivers. Many of these were found starting in the 1960’s and continuing up to the early 2000’s. Several of the larger well documented private collections eventually ended up in the Ike Rainey collection in Ocala, Florida (Figure 1), along with many other good examples of prehistoric Florida artifacts. While recording of fluted points is still ongoing, including the current update of our original Tampa Bay study (Goodyear et al. 1983). The plan is to eventually create a well-documented data
base of fluted points covering an area from Tampa Bay to Raleigh, North Carolina. This would cover an area some 1,000 kilometers from north to south, which would allow detection of any technological attributes and raw material patterns potentially related to demographic and cultural elements.

One project in the southern Georgia area on the Withlacoochee River near Valdosta, Georgia concerns the Mark Corbitt quarry cache of Clovis artifacts. An evident cluster of chert artifacts, including one Clovis point (Figure 2), two polyhedral blade cores (Figure 3), and several tools were found by Mark Corbitt as a youth eroding out of the river bank. Some of these were stacked on top of each other. Analysis of the artifacts has been done led by Ashley Smallwood and Tom Jennings supplemented by me and Joe Wilkinson, who also did the photography. The petrography of the cherts has been done by Sam Upchurch from Florida, expert on Coastal Plain cherts. Silicified limestone cherts and silicified coral, both outcrops locally in the river bed and can be easily procured. Silicified coral in Florida is notoriously hard to flake without thermal alteration. The silicified coral from this quarry seems unusually good, not necessarily requiring heat treatment. On one visit, a backhoe was used to expose the profile in the river bank, revealing at least two different floodplains regimes. In the lower floodplain with a darker colored and finer sediments resting on bedrock, some culturally flaked artifacts were found. This lower floodplain is likely Pleistocene and early Holocene in age and provides an intriguing geological context to test for Paleoamerican occupation. A paper by this group of investigators was presented at the Southeastern Archaeological Conference (SEAC) meeting in Augusta, Georgia in 2018 (Goodyear et al. 2018).

In 2019-2020, Andy White, Joe Wilkinson, and I began to research the evidence in South Carolina of what can be called buried closed Early Archaic lithic assemblages. Both Andy White and Joe Wilkinson have done considerable research on the Early Archaic with their interests with side-notched Taylor points and Kirk corner-notched points (White 2016b; Wilkinson 2018). Throughout the eastern U.S., there is widespread recognition of temporally separate horizons of side-notched points followed by corner-notched points (Tuck 1974; White 2019). We examined evidence in South Carolina for these two temporally discrete horizons by studying the best examples of what can be called “closed” assemblages where only one type of notched point was present. These would be Early Archaic sites that were sufficiently buried to eliminate as much as possible, the reoccupation and thus, mixing of these sites by later occupations. Two sites, G.S. Lewis East (Kirk) and the Topper site (Taylor), each seem to meet those expectations (Goodyear, White, and Wilkinson 2019). In addition, two caches of Kirk corner-notched points were added to check for the homogeneity in the types. The Nipper Creek site in Richland County, South Carolina had a Kirk corner-notched cache of six points that may have been a cache for later use or perhaps a burial (Goodyear et al. 2004: Figure 1). A second group of Kirk corner-notched points were found within a few feet of each other in the Cooper River by a hobby diver. Although not found in a tight cluster, as though buried in a pit, the typological similarity among the five points is striking (Goodyear, White, and Wilkinson 2019)-Figure 10). Our graphic treatment of Early Archaic point typology from Dalton through Kirk Stemmed is shown here as Figure 4. The radiocarbon dates found associated with these types throughout the Southeast, also bespeaks of their temporal separateness. The modes for these time periods overlap to some extent to accommodate the likelihood that during times of transition, both types could have been made. Also it is realistic to show that varieties of side- and corner-notched points probably also existed during these modes exhibiting subtle attribute differences over time and space as shown in Figure 5, based in part by Joe Wilkinson’s (2018) research.

**Figure 4: Graph of suggested temporal periods and transitions for early side-notched period (T1), through corner-notched (T2), ending with Kirk stemmed (T3). (From Goodyear et al. 2019: Figure 11)**


In 2015, Dr. Stephen Jackson of the U.S. Department of the Interior, Southwest Climate Center, in Tucson, Arizona and the U.S. Geological Survey contacted me about their interest in coring the famous White Pond site near Elgin, South Carolina (Watts 1980). In 2002, I had gotten access to the site through the White Pond owners association who allowed a coring team from the Geology Department of USC to core there. Dr. Jackson and his colleague Dr. Teresa Krause were interested in coring the site attempting to obtain a finer resolution of the pollen assemblages and their radiocarbon dating to examine the late Pleistocene and early Holocene paleoenvironmental transition in this region of the Southeast (Moore 2015). In anticipation of their coring, archaeological investigations were initiated on the high ground immediately overlooking the south side of the pond. Archaic, Woodland, and Mississippian artifacts were found in shallow deposits (Moore 2015). The U.S.G.S. team graciously helped our team extract a core for our studies of the Pleistocene-Holocene boundary, specifically for studying the Younger Dryas Boundary and a possible Platinum anomaly, indicative of an extraterrestrial impact. In 2016, we obtained a second
larger core taken with the help of Chris Moore, geoscience colleagues from East Carolina University, and Sean Taylor from the South Carolina Department of Natural Resources (SCDNR) (Moore 2017). In 2017, extensive land excavations began further west on the south side of the lake on a slope that would facilitate human occupation and sandy sediment movement down slope. This revealed buried intact occupations of Late, Middle, and Early Archaic components. Also recovered, was a Dalton point made of orthoquartzite that revealed the presence of human blood residue (Figure 6). In 2018 and 2019, excavations continued searching for additional Dalton and Early Archaic evidence. As of May 2020, a total of 160 square-meters have been hand excavated in the adjacent shore area, directed by Chris Moore, revealing episodic occupation by Archaic through Mississippian groups with the Early Archaic notched points dominating the 12,000 years of prehistory (Figure 7). Sediment samples for Platinum analysis were collected searching for the 12,800 YDB horizon. The archaeological record from the land is an independent record of potential human responses to paleoecological conditions in the pond, particularly wet and dry conditions. The palynological studies of the climate team was published in 2018, revealing a 30,000 year record of climate and vegetation change (Krause et al. 2018). Analysis of the pond sediments from our cores has revealed a strong Platinum signal at the 12,800 year boundary, as anticipated. This work was published in 2019 (Moore et al. 2019) in Nature Scientific Reports and represents one of the few such studies done in a lacustrine (lake) setting. White Pond is an extraordinary environmental and archaeological site that has great potential to help learn about ancient environments and climate, as well as prehistoric human responses. The owners of White Pond who have been so generous to let scientists study the pond and surrounding landscape must be acknowledged for their great stewardship of such an important place in the heritage of South Carolina.

**Conclusions**

At present, significant progress has been made by SEPAS and its various collaborators in the acquisition of private artifact collections, continued recording of Paleoindian fluted points, including now a data base for the state of Florida. For the Carolinas, syntheses of much of this data has been organized into complexes with the Clovis macrobands concept for the Uwharrie Mountains of North Carolina and the Allendale-Brier Creek Clovis complex of the lower Savannah River. Considerable progress has been made in identifying lithic raw materials for both regions and their geological sources, which makes such distinctions possible. With the continued recording of fluted points from the Carolinas south to Florida, eventually, artifact data will exist, which will allow geographic analyses of possible stylistic differences by latitude, potentially revealing significant demographic variation that might be expected for the Clovis populations interacting over such great distances. Current plans are to continue these studies at other places, likely to contain evidence of early Paleoamericans, such as the Mark Corbitt quarry site on the Georgia Withlacoochee River. Continued analysis and publication of the Topper site excavations are planned to provide a complete culture historical picture of groups that occupied that important site. Also needed are analyses of other significant sites we have investigated, such as Big Pine Tree site and Charles site in Allendale County on what is now called the Archroma Corp. property, formerly known as Clariant. Toward this end, a symposium is being planned for the November 2021 SEAC conference in Durham, North Carolina, tentatively titled, The Topper Site and Beyond, where papers can be presented on Topper and these related sites.

As in the past, our ability to pursue these studies both field and lab, have relied upon private tax deductible donations to SEPAS. We are grateful for all of those contributors who have helped us sustain our work thus far, the results of which can be seen in the extensive publications that have come out in recent years. Such donations can be made to the Allendale Archaeology Fund or the Paleo Materials Lab Fund, begun by Tom Pertierra, at the USC Educational Foundation. Efforts have been made to search for a donor or foundation to endow SEPAS so that this work might go into the future. There are at least six such endowed academic Paleoamerican programs west of the Mississippi River but none in the East. The work of SEPAS, including the ground breaking research at Topper, would strongly indicate the unglaciated Southeast is a prime region of North America to continue the search for the earliest Americans.
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Field Slave Quarters Discovered at Historic Brattonsville

By J. Christopher Gillam¹, Gregory M. Lamb², and January Withers Costa³
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Historic Brattonsville (38YK21) is a significant Piedmont “Frontier” Antebellum Plantation, Revolutionary War site, Postbellum Scots-Irish and African-American Piedmont community that has been on the National Register of Historic Places since 1971, and today functions as a popular living history destination near the city of Rock Hill in York County, South Carolina. Plans to return to Historic Brattonsville this fall 2020 and to continue fieldwork with Winthrop University students have unfortunately been thwarted by the current COVID-19 health crisis. However, in the fall of 2017, SCIAA Research Affiliate/Winthrop University faculty (Gillam) and students (Lamb and others; first identified the location of previously unknown quarters of enslaved field workers at Historic Brattonsville (Figure 1).

The significance of Historic Brattonsville cannot be overstated at the national, state, and local levels. The initial purchase of 200-acres in the Rainey-Bratton deed transaction and subsequent records indicate that Col. William Bratton was living on the property after 1766 and that between 1774 and 1780, Col. Bratton and his family were living in what is now known as the Colonel Bratton House (Beck 1995; Wilkins et al. 1975). Located on a major crossroad, the intersecting roads were a primary north-south road, known historically as the Armour’s Ford, Armstrong Ford, or Lincoln Road (today, Brattonsville Road), and another road, Rocky Mount or Rocky Marsh Road that branched to the southeast (near Percival Road today). Historic Brattonsville also contains the significant Revolutionary War site of the Williamson’s Plantation/Battle of Huck’s Defeat (Smith 2010).

The location of the original house and greater plantation was strategically placed at the intersection of these two significant colonial roads to enable trade and economic growth for the Bratton family, and grow it did at the cost of the ever-increasing slave population. In 1790, Col. Bratton owned 12 enslaved people and 200 acres of land. By 1815, he increased his slave ownership to 23 slaves. In 1827, his son, Dr. John S. Bratton, owned 40 slaves and 3,540 acres of land. By the 1830 census, Dr. Bratton held 49 slaves, with that number expanding rapidly to 112 slaves in the 1840 census. In 1843, Dr. Bratton had increased his slave count to 140 slaves. In 1861, Dr. Bratton’s son, John Simpson Bratton Jr., along with his widow, Harriet Bratton, owned 152 slaves and 8,000 acres of land until the end of the Civil War. Where the recently discovered field slave quarters fit into this timeline is revealed by the ceramics recovered and highlighted below.

The fieldwork was originally designed to test a peripheral wooded area of the plantation for possible antebellum brick production activities, one of many industries at Bratton Plantation. The area of interest was identified by Brattonsville staff due to the presence of a glazed brick scatter associated with possible footing stones (Figure 2) and a nearby brick pile along the adjacent woods edge (Figure 3). However, the recovery of household wares in shovel test pits soon revealed the actual function of the site as domestic quarters for field slaves.

Along the forested edge of the ridge top, the surface of the landform appeared irregular and partially disturbed. However, a few footing stones of at least one structure appear to be in or very near their original positions. Elsewhere, footing stones and brick scatter appeared more disturbed and randomly distributed, likely...
by 20th century agricultural or timber harvesting activities. Burnt cedar trees and fire-hardened soils also evidenced a late 20th century forest fire. Bioturbation was most related to tree roots within the forest canopy. Erosion appears to have damaged the center of the wooded portion of the site, perhaps due to the relatively recent fire, and the adjacent agricultural field. In the plowed field, continued agricultural plowing and erosion have eliminated the organic soil horizon and no artifacts, bricks or footing stones were apparent on the surface (Figure 4). The slightly lower elevation of the field is likely related to erosion from historic and/or recent agricultural production.

Forty-eight 50 X 50-centimeter shovel test pits at 5-meter intervals along 5 transects were excavated using shovels, trowels and ¼" screens (Figure 5). Ceramics were the most diagnostic artifacts recovered (Figure 6) ranging from late-18th century pearlware to late-19th century whiteware and ironstone, with analysis by Costa and Gillam indicating a mean ceramic date of 1842 and Mean Ceramic Date Range of 1830 to 1870, providing the most likely years of site occupation. These date estimates correlate well with increasing slave ownership by the Bratton family, discussed above, from 12 slaves in 1790, then 49 slaves in 1830, to 152 slaves by 1861. The ceramics assemblage (n=71) was dominated by undecorated wares including pearlware (n=24), whiteware (n=11), ironstone (n=5) and stoneware (n=15), all utilitarian wares typical of slave dwellings where decorated wares are expected to occur in limited numbers. Personal items were minimal and included a pipe bowl fragment, spoon fragment and a bone button. Additional footing stones and low-density brick scatters occur along the wooded ridge top. Artifacts recovered there, included in the domestic wares discussed above, suggests a row of slave quarters once stood a few hundred meters northwest of the main plantation above a now dry, intermittent stream feeding Williams Creek/South Fork Fishing Creek.

Without remains of brick production activities, the location is interpreted as domestic living quarters for slaves as evidenced by domestic ceramics in the wooded area throughout the site. Wrought nails, metal fragments, footing stones, and vitrified brick alone could result from many activities, but domestic wares are primarily associated with domestic sites. No evidence of a kiln or possible quarry were found during the excavations. The brick stack and piles are thus interpreted as modern occurrences likely related to early clean-up of other areas of Historic Brattonsville for public use. There was evidence of fired clay, but it was clearly associated with more recent forest fires. Chinking between the wall logs of structures and wood/clay chimneys was the likely source of the glazed brick fragments scattered throughout the site. Likewise, the modern field likely corresponds to historic agricultural use, possibly small slave gardens, between the slave quarters and adjacent field road.

It can also be inferred from the Mean Ceramic Date of 1842 that the slaves living in this area likely belonged to Dr. John S. Bratton, who expanded the plantation in the early 19th century, and then his son, John Simpson Bratton Jr. and widow, Harriet Bratton, inherited the slaves and land upon Dr. Bratton’s death in 1843. This site location would have been typical for
the time, having been distant enough from Dr. Bratton’s home to allow slaves a sense of autonomy and also next to a stream or spring that would have provided water for drinking, cooking, and other domestic activities.

Future directions at the site will include continued shovel testing using a 5-meter grid to better understand the number of structures and integrity of the site, larger excavation units of intact deposits, and also a transect extending eastward along the stream edge toward Col. Bratton’s house to look for addition slave quarters. With the increasing emphasis on slave culture at this and other popular South Carolina historic destinations, we hope that the location of the field slave quarters at Historic Brattonsville will play an important role in public education and outreach in the future.
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Castle Pinckney Work Continues: Testing and Monitoring During the Down Season in 2020

By John Fisher

Readers of the December 2019 Legacy (Vol. 23, No. 2) will recall the successful September 2019 field school season at Castle Pinckney, in Charleston Harbor. The field school was a joint endeavor of the University College London (UCL) and SCIAA, funded by the Archaeological Research Trust (ART), The Society for Post-Medieval Archaeology (SPMA), and University College London (UCL). The field school excavated three large units on the upper level of the fort, defining looter pits and components related to the post-Civil War lighthouse, the Civil War batteries, and barracks (Figure 1), and earlier military occupations. Following the field school, ART funded lab work and analysis of the Castle Pinckney collection, conducted at SCIAA by myself and Tim Pieper. An article concerning the field school, authored by co-director Giles Dawkes and myself, was published in the Society for Post-Medieval Archaeology’s Newsletter, Issue 86 (Dawkes and Fisher 2019). This was followed by a Twitter conference involving a question and answer session about the site.

Later in the Fall of 2019, the landowners, the 501c Castle Pinckney Historical Society, expressed interest in further volunteer-based field work. Over several weekends, and one more extensive volunteer effort, two exploratory trenches and more than 20 shovel tests were excavated by volunteers (Figure 2). The trenches were placed from the evidence provided by shallow shovel testing done over a period of several weekends to assess high probability areas for intact fortification features. This work was largely in anticipation of the second UCL field school season scheduled for September 2020, with a focus on establishing excavation goals. The success of the 2019 season drew strong interest at UCL, and the 2020 season was booked almost immediately. In March, however, the current pandemic resulted in the postponement of all field work by UCL for the school year. Thankfully, the second season (of three) was re-scheduled for 2021.

The 2019 field school and the subsequent volunteer work have

Figure 1: “Castle Pinkney [sic], Charleston, S.C., August 1861, barracks.” (Photo from the Library of Congress, https://lccn.loc.gov/2013651614, accessed September 4, 2020)
located artifacts and features from every significant period of occupation of the site, including some large and remarkable discoveries that I hope to be able to reveal in the next issue of *Legacy*. Volunteer work has now resumed at Castle Pinckney and will continue through Fall 2020, to continue documentation and definition efforts in preparation for the 2021 field school season. Work will then pause, as before, to permit the lengthy nesting season of the large pelican population that occupies the fort for much of each year. Felicia Sanders of the SC Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and a team of wildlife conservation workers have closely monitored the well-being of the pelicans, and after the 2019 field work, they installed secure coverings for our deeper units that might have been hazardous for the nesting birds.

The Castle Pinckney Project and the Castle Pinckney Historical Society are indebted to the ART, UCL, SC DNR, SPMA, Civil War ordnance scholar Jack Melton, and Scott Harris of the College of Charleston. Without their support, our research on this significant landmark would not be possible. The Project is still largely a volunteer effort however, and we are seriously in need of additional funding to continue research and conservation efforts at this National Register site (Figure 3). If you would like further information about supporting the Castle Pinckney Project, please contact the author.

**References**

Introduction

In November and December of 2019, the Applied Research Division (ARD) investigated the remains of a mock-training village on Fort Jackson. The site was thought to be the remains of Bau Bang, a Vietnam War-era training site constructed in 1966. Previously, the mock-village location had been shown to Fort Jackson archaeologist Chan Funk, and the location was visited in 2014 by Funk and members of the United States Army Engineer Research and Development Center/Construction Engineering Research Lab (ERDC/CERL) as part of an installation-wide effort to document all Vietnam War-era buildings, structures, and sites. The fieldwork conducted by SCIAA-ARD included shovel testing and documentation of above ground architectural remains and landscape features. Documentary research in conjunction with the fieldwork has revealed that the site is not Bau Bang, but likely one of two additional Vietnam War-era training villages constructed circa 1967.

Training Villages

Training villages and mock sites were first used by the US military during World War II; at that time, the mock sites resembled European villages. The simulated environments were designed so that personnel received immersive training with weapons and mental conditioning for the experience they were expected to encounter. The first mock-Vietnamese Village, referred to as Atlantica, was constructed in 1963 on Fort Bragg, North Carolina. This location was likely chosen because Fort Bragg was home to the Special Operations Forces Group who were trained in guerilla warfare, infantry and parachute skills, counter-insurgency operations, as well as other specialized skills that proved pivotal for missions in Vietnam. In 1963, the U.S. military operated in an advisory role in Vietnam. By 1965, as tensions in Vietnam had increased, additional mock-Vietnamese
villages were constructed on other military installations. Typically, these mock-villages replicated fortified strategic hamlets constructed by the South Vietnamese government. The replica-villages were used as part of an escape and evasion course. Trainees received instruction on ambush drills, sanitation, as well as booby traps and weapons used by Communist groups in Vietnam. In some circumstances the mock-village was enemy-occupied, and trainees utilized search and seizure tactics to clear houses and tunnels. In addition to being used for military training purposes, Bau Bang was visited on several occasions by school groups, community organizations, and Army veterans and demonstrations were given (Figure 1).

At least four mock-Vietnamese training villages were constructed on Fort Jackson. The first, Bau Bang, was constructed in 1966 by the 3rd Infantry Brigade and located in the south central portion of Fort Jackson. Two additional mock-villages, Vien Hoa and Pien Chu, were constructed around 1967 by a contracting group from Georgia and were located in a northeastern training area. In 1969, Bau Bang was re-located in association with the creation of Weston Lake. At this time, no contemporary maps showing the training site locations or plan drawings illustrating details of the mock-villages have been located. According to Chan Funk, the remains of another village site may be located about one mile to the northeast of the site investigated by SCIAA.

Fieldwork

Results of the fieldwork documented the remains of 10 buildings situated in two parallel rows, an observation tower, two tunnel systems, and a barbed wire fence perimeter enclosing an area measuring 110 X 60 meters. Entryways for the tunnel systems are outside (to the north and south) of the village, and it is not apparent if the two tunnel systems connect along an east-west axis (Figure 2). Tunnel entryways are aligned with the building footprints and most of the entrances are within a building. Little above ground evidence of the buildings remained, although at least two construction types were observed. Three of the buildings contained evidence of interior posts suggesting a raised house on stilts, a type typical of the Central Highlands region (Figures 3 and 4). Two of these did not contain visible tunnel entrances within the buildings. The remaining seven buildings contained no evidence of interior posts and likely represent earthen-walled houses typical of the Lowlands (Figure 5).

Of the 301 shovel tests excavated across the area, nine contained artifacts associated with either architectural elements of the village or from military training activities. The artifacts include 5.56 millimeter and 7.62 X 51 millimeter blank cartridges; a .30 caliber bullet, an M201a1 smoke grenade spoon; a clip and spring part from a small trap, a wire nail, roofing shingle fragment, and a tack. A Vietnam-era hot weather field cap and a pile of flares and wires were found in two locations along the edge of the village site near the wetlands. In addition to the artifacts, sub-surface features were encountered in some of the shovel tests; a concrete tunnel and disturbances interpreted as filled trenches. Years of 1967 thru 1971 were noted stamped on the cartridge casings found. The 5.56 millimeter blanks are consistent with ammunition used in an M16 rifle while the 7.62 X 51 millimeter blanks are consistent with ammunition used in M14 rifles and the M60 machine gun. The .30 caliber bullet pre-dates the training site. The M14 was the standard-issue rifle for the U.S. Army from about 1959, until it was replaced with the lighter M16
beginning in 1966. Initially, the M14 was used in Vietnam, but proved difficult to maneuver in the jungle environment. The M16 was introduced in 1964, gradually replacing the M14. By 1967, the M16 rifle had been incorporated into the training at Fort Jackson, although the rifle was under investigation because there were reports from Vietnam that the rifle would become jammed causing injury or death. By 1968, the M16 was modified with a chrome plated bore and the M16A1 issued.

**Summary**

From the artifacts recovered and historic research conducted, it is not clear when the mock-Vietnamese village was constructed or last used for training purposes. Based on the site location somewhat in the northeastern portion of Fort Jackson, the organization and layout, and type of cartridge casings found, it likely represents one of the two villages (Vien Boa or Pien Chu) constructed circa 1967 and not Bau Bang. The first Bau Bang was constructed circa 1966 and located in what is now Lake Weston. The village was moved in 1969 in association with construction of the lake. The location of the second Bau Bang is not known, but the site was rebuilt in 1969, so it would have been used between circa 1969 and 1973. The U.S. military involvement in Vietnam ended in 1973, with the Paris Peace Agreement and the Vietnam War officially concluded in 1975. While it is possible that the remains of another Vietnam War-era mock training village are located to the north of the site recently documented, additional fieldwork is needed to investigate the location. Since no contemporary maps or engineering plans have been located, archaeological investigations are essential to understanding the organization, layout, and period of use for these sites.
Archaeological Survey at Rose Hill Plantation State Historic Site
By Stacey L. Young, Director, SCIAA Applied Research Division

The South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology, Applied Research Division (SCIAA-ARD) recently completed a Phase I archaeological survey of Rose Hill Plantation State Historic Site located along the Tyger River in Union County, South Carolina. The work was performed on behalf of SC Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism (SCPRT) to assist park staff with management of the property and site interpretation. Rose Hill is an early 19th to mid-20th-century plantation site that was home to William Henry Gist, his family, and families of enslaved laborers, sharecroppers, and tenant farmers, until it was sold in 1939 to the US Forest Service (USFS). The site now operates as a State Historic Site operated by SCPRT. Rose Hill was listed in the National Register of Historic Places (NRHP) in 1970 for its association with William Henry Gist, his prominence in politics, and the architecture of the house.

William Henry Gist (1807-1874), perhaps mostly known for his secessionist views, served various positions in the South Carolina government between 1840 and 1862. Now known as Rose Hill, the 44-acre tract was part of a nearly 2,000-acre plantation that served as his home place. W.H. Gist received the property from his father Francis Fincher Gist who had a mill nearby on the Tyger River.

Cotton and corn were grown on the plantation that was maintained by a population of about 200 enslaved laborers. Gist employed a farm manager to oversee the daily operations of the plantation. After Gist’s death in 1874, the nearly 2,000-acre tract of land and most of his possessions were transferred to his wife Mary E. Gist. When Mary died, the land was divided between their grandchildren. It is not clear from surviving documents if members of the Gist family resided on the home place tract after Mary E. Gist passed away in 1889, although it appears that former enslaved workers and their families remained nearby and worked as sharecroppers and tenant farmers. Property transfer records indicate that the tract was rented out to various tenants, and the land was used for pasture, farmland, and timber. A 1938 (USFS) land acquisition map shows nine buildings on the property; seven are within the 44-acres that would become Rose Hill (Figure 1). Notes from the land transfer indicate that...
three African Americans (Jack Booker, Henry Jeter, and Clark Glenn) were tenants and working as sharecroppers. Jack Booker was recorded as living in the Gist mansion and additional tenant houses, outbuildings, fences, and terraces were inventoried on the property. Five years later in 1943, the US Forest Service sold the property to the Daughters of the Revolutionary War (DAR) and Clyde Franks. Franks restored the mansion and developed the ground for public visitation. He hired a family to live on the property as caretakers and give guided tours.

While much is known about the political dealings of W.H. Gist through surviving letters and court documents, no journals or ledgers have been located that detail the daily tasks and procedures of the plantation. Furthermore, there are no 19th century maps that show locations of buildings associated with the plantation. Much of what is known about the mid-late 19th century plantation has been revealed thorough census data and land transaction records. Currently, 12 buildings are located on the property, including a two-story Georgian-style brick covered stucco house, flanked with Greek Revival-style porches that was home to William Henry Gist and his family. Besides the Gist mansion, a kitchen building/park office, caretaker/tenant house, pump house, well house, loom house, carriage house/shed, restrooms building, picnic shelters, and two staff residences are located on the park (Figure 2). A short hiking trail follows an old roadway through the woods and passes near the locations of former tenant houses. The extant buildings were constructed between ca. 1820 and 2018 and reflect the various ownership histories. The earliest building is believed to be the Gist mansion (ca. 1828-1830), although a precise construction date is not currently known.

The archaeological survey was successful in locating at least 11 distinct site locations. Most of the artifacts are indicative of late 19th to 20th century occupations and several locations encountered above ground architectural remains or sub-surface features. Results of the survey found little evidence of discrete 19th century components. Since the 44-acres is only a small portion of the approximately 2,000 acres that once comprised Gist’s plantation, it is possible that farm buildings, workshops, and former houses for slaves were located on another area within the property. However, additional excavations at Rose Hill may identify these locations.

Three sites (Tenant House 1, Tenant House 2, and Tenant House 4) contain above ground architectural remains...
associated with house sites occupied by tenant farmers or sharecroppers. An aerial image taken in 1933 shows each of the houses (Figure 3), and they are illustrated on the 1938 USFS map. At two of the sites; Tenant House 1 and Tenant House 4, fieldstone support piers remain aligned surrounding chimney remains and therefore, the size and layout of the buildings can be inferred (Figures 4 and 5). Both houses contained a central chimney constructed of brick and porches. The houses are different sizes and are oriented differently. Interestingly, at Tenant House 2, no piers were observed, and the chimney was constructed of stone and brick (Figure 6). Few artifacts were found in shovel tests excavated in the areas surrounding the house site locations, except for Tenant House 1. However, test units were excavated at each of these locations by David Jones, Andrew Agha, and Nicole Isenbarger in 2018, and numerous artifacts were recovered and will be incorporated into the results presented in the final report.

Several previously recorded late 19th to 20th century archaeological sites with above ground architectural remains similar to those described above are located in the vicinity of Rose Hill and are situated on lands formerly owned by W.H. Gist. Presumably, these sites were occupied by former slaves who later worked as contract laborers, sharecroppers, or tenant farmers for Gist. In 1865, following emancipation, several of the enslaved laborers owned by Gist left the plantation, although many of them remained and signed labor contracts that allowed them to stay on the plantation, and they worked in exchange for food. In 1866, there were approximately 67 laborers, which is less than half of the 179 who were enslaved by Gist in 1860. Over the next ten years, the number of contracts decreased, and the nature of the contracts changed. In 1875, there were seven individuals. The 1913 Union County Soil Map shows dispersed settlement on and just beyond the Gist property boundary in 1860 (Figure 7).

Park staff have conducted extensive background research, gathered primary documents, and conducted interviews with families who lived at Rose Hill. Further review of property records and land transactions along with Census data, maps, aerial images, and archaeological remains, may provide additional details of settlement patterns of emancipated slaves and the formation of tenant farming communities.
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Compliance work in an academic cultural resource management discipline at times occurs in some interesting places. Since the spring of 2019, one of those locations for staff of the Savannah River Archaeological Research Program (SRARP) has been an early Cold War Era cemetery in Jackson, South Carolina. This project involved the survey and documentation of several cemeteries that were relocated to Jackson during the construction of the Savannah River Plant (SRP) between 1951 and 1954. The research staff consisted of SRARP Director Keith Stephenson; J. Haley Grant, assistant curator; Brian Milner, GIS analyst and archaeologist; and George Lewis Heath, SRARP volunteer.

The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission’s (AEC) announcement to build a nuclear materials production complex in rural western South Carolina came nearly 70 years ago on November 28, 1950. A 310 square-mile area was purchased by the AEC between 1951 and 1952. Approximately 6,000 residents of the incorporated towns of Ellenton, Dunbarton, and Meyers Mill, as well as those from numerous unincorporated, rural communities in portions of Aiken and Barnwell Counties were displaced. Many churches, schools, farms, and businesses, as well as 163 cemeteries located within the proposed SRP boundary were affected. Of this number, 125 cemeteries were moved, and 38 were left in situ within the boundary of the SRP. The 5,639 burials that were removed to cemetery locations outside the SRP hold a unique place in America’s Cold War history. The implementation involved with this monumental project was both complex and solemn. The majority of families involved in the reinterment of their deceased relatives were also dealing with the emotional and daunting task of leaving the communities where they had lived for generations.

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) was responsible for land acquisition for the AEC, as well as with managing the removal of burials to predetermined areas away from the SRP. Three mortuary businesses were awarded contracts by the USACE to conduct exhumations and reinterments: E.H.
Moody Funeral Home in Bryson City, North Carolina, during 1951; Colburn and Shumaker Funeral Home in Wagoner, Oklahoma, during 1952; and Scherwin and Jessen Funeral Home, in Charleston, South Carolina, during 1953 and 1954 (Figures 1 and 2).

Temporary mortuary markers that held reinterment identification plates made of copper or aluminum were put with every burial at each new cemetery to indicate the location of individual graves until the original headstones were moved into place. The USACE procured metal “Crown Style” temporary mortuary markers, and the identification plates were stenciled with the decedent’s name (if known), assigned numbers for the old and new grave plots, original cemetery name, and disinterment date (Figure 3). Many of the markers and plates are still in existence at the graves; however, a number of these have been damaged, destroyed, or removed as a result of grounds maintenance activities, or the lack thereof, and deterioration by natural elements over time. Metal markers with their identification plates are all that currently pinpoint some grave locations. Also, many of these markers and plates are not in their correct positions according to information recorded in the USACE cemetery survey reports curated at the SRARP archive.

In 1980, the SRARP conducted a survey of cemeteries remaining on the SRS. Members of the Augusta Genealogical Society volunteered for this project. Their efforts resulted in the 1981 published report, The Cemeteries of the Savannah River Site: An Inventory of Relocated and Remnant Cemeteries. Subsequently, an updated 1992 report was published in two volumes with an added cemetery index (available in digital format online at www.srarp.org).

Mr. Milner’s desire to update the existing SRARP cemetery survey files as part and parcel of our compliance duties, coupled with concerns about the accuracy of the records regarding reinterments and the present condition of off-site cemeteries, led to the Bates-Foreman Cemetery Project in Jackson, South Carolina.

The Foreman Cemetery was an established family graveyard near Jackson when the SRP was developed in 1951. This cemetery received added acreage when the USACE decided to relocate 26 cemeteries totaling 281 burials from the SRP. The Bates Cemetery was one of the first relocated to Jackson, at which time the enlarged burial ground was officially renamed the Bates-Foreman Cemetery.

SRARP volunteer George Lewis Heath, who was born and reared in one of the rural communities displaced by the SRP, has relatives and family acquaintances whose remains were moved to the Bates-Foreman Cemetery during this time. As Mr. Heath could provide first-hand knowledge of many of those buried, Bates-Foreman was a practical choice for an off-site cemetery to survey. The SRARP made several visits to photograph and document the current condition of the cemetery and its gravestones. Burial plot grids were developed in Excel file format from the USACE reinterment reports. Photographs were taken of all headstones and footstones, and the condition of each grave was assessed on record forms.

In particular, the gravestone of Mary Beard features an anchor with ivy in the foreground (Figure 4). Ivy may represent eternal life, faithfulness, and remembrance. Anchors, once used as crosses by early persecuted Christians, may now represent hope. Shown with a broken chain, an anchor symbolizes an end to a life. A dove with an olive branch symbolizes peace, devotion, and the Holy Spirit (Figure 5). An orb or sun signifies the resurrection and life renewed (Figure 6), while the weeping willow tree, appropriately, symbolizes sorrow and mourning. These types of epitaphs and symbolism focus on the comfort of the living and a remembrance of the deceased.
The resulting report from this project, *The Bates-Foreman Cemetery Survey and Documentation: Cold War Era Reinterments in Jackson, South Carolina, 1951-1954*, will be completed by the year’s end and will be available in digital format online at www.srarp.org.

A final goal of this project is to record cemeteries that were overlooked for various reasons during the 1980 SRARP survey. This will include an initial assessment of the current conditions of the cemeteries, mapping each to give a more accurate representation of boundaries and location of burials, and recommendations for future care and maintenance of the cemeteries. Additionally, the discovered errors and omissions in the USACE cemetery reports regarding the location and reinterment of nearly 6,000 graves will be corrected. Documentation and surveying of sample cemeteries, both off-site and remnant, will not only increase our knowledge base for cultural resources compliance and internal research of historic sites on the SRP, but has the potential to assist surrounding communities as they deal with the care of their aging cemeteries.

At each annual meeting of the Southeastern Archaeological Conference (SEAC), the Patty Jo Watson Award is presented for best article or book chapter on Southeastern archaeology published in the preceding calendar year. This award was named in honor of Patty Jo Watson, one of America’s highly regarded scientists of Pre-Columbian Native American culture, for her vast contributions to Southeastern archaeology. In 2019, the review committee evaluated 15 articles and one book chapter for this year’s award. The committee chair, George Crothers (University of Kentucky), thanked committee members Natalie Mueller (Cornell University) and Casey Barrier (Bryn Mawr College) for their timely and insightful reviews. He also noted that final deliberation on the award winner was not contentious. At the 76th SEAC meeting in Jackson, Mississippi, Crothers presented the 2019 Patty Jo Watson Award to Drs. Karen Y. Smith and Keith Stephenson (SC DNR) and Keith Stephenson (SCIAA-SRARP) in *Southeastern Archaeology* 37(2):112-128. In a sweeping use site file data and available radiocarbon dates, Smith and Stephenson interpret spatial and temporal patterns of related Woodland archaeological components from Alabama to South Carolina capitalizing on state-wide site file data aggregated in the DINAA database. They cogently discuss the difficulties comparing dissimilar state site-file datasets, refine and offer new interpretations of Woodland systematics, and suggest areas for future research to fill gaps and improve geospatial analyses.
ARCHAEOLOGY IN SOUTH CAROLINA
Exploring the Hidden Heritage of the Palmetto State
Edited by Adam King

Adam King’s *Archaeology in South Carolina* contains an overview of the fascinating archaeological research currently ongoing in the Palmetto State and features essays by twenty scholars studying South Carolina’s past through archaeological research. The scholarly contributions are enhanced by more than one hundred black-and-white and thirty-eight color images of some of the most important and interesting sites and artifacts found in the state.

South Carolina has an extraordinarily rich history encompassing some of the first human habitations of North America as well as the lives of people at the dawn of the modern era. King begins the anthology with the basic hows and whys of archaeology and introduces readers to the current issues influencing the field of research. The contributors are all recognized experts from universities, state agencies, and private consulting firms, reflecting the diversity of people and institutions that engage in archaeology.

The volume begins with investigations of some of the earliest Paleo-Indian and Native American cultures that thrived in South Carolina, including work at the Topper Site along the Savannah River. Other essays explore the creation of early communities at the Stallings Island site, the emergence of large and complex Native American polities before the coming of Europeans, the impact of the coming of European settlers on Native American groups along the Savannah River, and the archaeology of the Yamasee, a people whose history is tightly bound to the emerging European society.

The focus then shifts to Euro-Americans with an examination of a long-term project seeking to understand George Galphin’s trading post established on the Savannah River in the eighteenth century.

The volume concludes with recollections and observations on a lifetime in the field by the preeminent historical archaeologist Stanley South, who passed away in 2016. Stan spent the last 51 years of his career at the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology.

March 2015, 304 pages, 38 color and 103 b&w illus.

Adam King is a research associate professor in the South Carolina Institute of Archaeology and Anthropology and special projects archaeologist for the Savannah River Archaeological Research Program at the University of South Carolina. King has conducted research in the Southeast since 1987 and specializes in the Mississippian period and the political economies of chiefdoms. He is the author of *Etowah: The Political History of a Chiefdom Capital*.
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Eddie and Anita Feemster
Helen W. Feltham
Lorene Fisher (In Memory of Joel Fisher)
Alma Harriott Fore
Sarah C. Gillespie
Albert C. Goodvyer, III
Joyce A. Hallenbeck
Mary Hardy (In Memory of Joseph Hardy)
Michael Harmon
Harper Family Foundation (In Memory of Antony C. Harper)
David and Sue Hodges
John Elbert and Kay G. Hollis
Louie Glen and Joan Anderson Inabinet
Randy C. and Julie A. Ivey
Raymond L. and Paula W. Jacobs
Jane Hammond Jervey
William C. Johnson
Judy S. Kendall
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Doris D. Krell Kahn
Richard W. Lang
Hubert W. and Constance B. Laquement
Stephen G. Loring
Joan G. Lowery
Sam and Gina McCuen
Jerrell D. Melear
Dorothy L. Moore
John M. Newman
Hoang Nguyen
Leon E. Perry
Mike N. Peters
Thomas and Carol Pinkney
Ernie and Joan Plummer
Barbara Key Powell
Deborah Price
Myrtle L. Quattlebaum
William Leland, Jr. and Kathryn R. Raley
Nena Powell Rice
Arthur L. and Frances J. Rickenbaker
Byron C. and Bernona L. Rodgers, Jr.
Chris and Dawn Rosendall
Don Rosick and Pat Mason
Mary Julia Royall
Peter C. and Tanner T. Saxon
Gerald F. Schoedl
William Charles Schmidt, Jr.
Schwab Charitable Fund
David and Carolyn Segars
Michael Jon Septon
Harry E. and Margaret G. Shealy
Gwen Anne Sheriff
Fred Henry and Carol B. Shute
Leroy Hampton Simkins, Jr.
James R. Smith
Lecreda B. Smith
C. Diane Smock
South Carolina State Museum
Roger Alan (Sr.) and Karen Bedenbaugh Steele
Paul and Kathy Stewart (In Memory of John Key Powell and Ann Penniman Powell)
Tim and Alice Barron Pearce Stewart
Julie H. Strähl
Robert N. Strickland
John J. and Pamela B. Stuart
George R. Stubbs
Henry S. and Leslie Ann Sully
Wesley Tauchinay
Thad and Judy Timmons
Gerral Lee Thomas
Gordon and Ann Thruston
Theodore Minas Tsolovos
Robert and Carol Tyler
Jan Steenssen Urban
Robert L. and Janice Van Buren
George and Catherine Walker
William B. and Suzanne B. Wall
James S. Welch
George Westerfield
Constance White
Nell Wilkinson
Robert Wayne Whiteside
Bradford W. Wyche
Rita Zollinger

Allendale Archaeology Research Fund
Edward Owen and Linda M. Clary
Albert C. Goodyear, III
Harper Family Foundation
Neal and Catherine W. Konstantin Foundation
Schwab Charitable Fund
Roger Alan, Srand Karen Bedenbaugh Steele
Gerral Lee Thomas

Paleoamerican Materials Analysis Fund.
William E. Covington, III
Lorene Fisher (In Memory of Joel Fisher)
Albert C. Goodyear, III
Donald and April Gordon
Harper Family Foundation (In Memory of Antony C. Harper)
Betsy Perttierra (In Memory of Thomas Perttierra)
John and Alison Simpson
Lee Thomas

Contact Period / St. Augustine Fund
Michael and Danayse Cassell
James Houser
James N. and Shirley T. Kirby
Richard B. and Mary Jean Morawetz
Santa Elena Foundation
Dr. Robert and Joan Snyder
William and Shanna Sullivan
Jaques Theriot
Mr. and Mrs. Pascal Tone
Vanguard Charitable

Savannah River Archaeological Research Program
Mark J. Brooks and Barbara E. Taylor
William and Patricia Covington

John Ronald and Marolyn M. Floyd
Albert C. Goodyear III
Southeastern Archaeological Conference
White Pond, Inc.

SCIAA Family Fund (ART/Outreach)
Sam McCuen
Jay and Jennifer Mills
Gerald F. Schroedl

Snows Island/Fort Motte Fund
Lawrence and Nancy Habits
Dr. Ernest L. Helms, III
Richard E. Watkins

Stanley South Student Archaeological Research Fund
Randy and Mary Alice Akers
Nathan Foster
Mary Hardy (In Memory of Joseph Hardy)
Michael A. Harmon
Catherin S. Long
J. Jefferson Reid
Kevin Rooney
James L. and Ramona Y. Skinner
Dale R. Thompson

Robert L. Stephenson Library Fund
Archaeological Research Trust Board
George and Betti Bell
Edward and Dorothy Kendall
Jay and Jennifer Mills
USC Thomas Cooper Library

Watermound Erosion Monitoring & Catawba River Fund
Duke Energy Carolinas LLC

John Winthrop Archaeological Research Endowment Fund
Archroma, Inc.
John Winthrop

Underwater Archaeology Research Fund
Lowcountry Civil War Round Table
Oldfield Fishing Outdoor Club

ART Board meeting at White Pond. (Photo by Dale Bales)
Special Endowment Opportunity

Please Support the Stanley South Student Archaeological Research Endowment Fund

Stan South was a larger-than-life figure that played a prominent role in the field of historical archaeology in the United States and beyond, mainly focusing on investigating the most important historical and archaeological sites in South and North Carolina for nearly 60 years. His passing on March 20, 2016, brought to an end a life and career filled with scholarship and accomplishment.

To honor Stan’s many years of work, SCIAA has established The Stanley South Student Archaeological Research Fund to support undergraduate and graduate student research in archaeology by the University of South Carolina students. To endow the Stanley South Student Scholarship Fund, we need to raise $25,000. Contributions can be made online by visiting: https://giving.sc.edu/givenow.aspx, or by check made payable to the USC Educational Foundation and mailed to: SCIAA – Stan South Fund, 1321 Pendleton Street, University of South Carolina, Columbia SC 29208. You may also use the insert envelop in this issue of Legacy. Thank you so much for your support!